ABSTRACT Adaptive random testing (ART) is a software testing method which combines randomness with even distribution of test cases within the input domain of a program with the aim of improving the effectiveness of random testing (RT). It was established right from the onset that, ART is considerably less efficient compared to RT due to the overhead cost involved in filtering randomly generated test cases in order to achieve the even spread objective. Again, it has been observed that over-concentration on achieving better effectiveness at the expense of efficiency will make ART advantage over RT a superficial one. Besides, the ART is close to its theoretical bound in terms of effectiveness. Various algorithms have therefore emerged that seeks to minimize the efficiency deficit incurred by the ART. One of such strategies is mirror adaptive random testing (MART). Unfortunately, the MART's performance is generally unstable due to the lack of diversity in mirror generated test cases. The culprit has been identified as the mirroring functions used in place of complex ART computations. In this paper, we present elimination (E) by linear association (E-MART) as a solution to the problem of the MART that guarantees diversity in all dimension(s) of mirror test cases. By partitioning the source domain into multiple subdomains, we systematically isolate mirror partitions which are linearly associated with the source domains. The source domain is then iteratively partitioned whiles forgetting strategy is applied to select test cases. The simulations and experimental studies conducted indicate that the EMART has a more stable performance compared to the MART and compares favorably in terms of efficiency by reducing the quadratic time of the MART to linear.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software testing involves selecting test input from input domain (D) of a program and executing the program for the selected input in order to validate whether stated behavior of the program is consistent with the observed behavior for the executed input. If the behavior of the program is different, a failure is said to have occurred. The mechanism for verifying the correctness or otherwise of a given input in relation to the behavior of the program for that input is referred to as the test oracle. For most programs, test oracles are either too
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xiao Liu. difficult to obtain or are entirely non-existent [1] . Sometimes even when the oracle exists, it may be practically infeasible to use it [1] .
This has been termed as the test oracle problem. In practice, it is impossible to test every element of input domain of a program (as in the case of exhaustive testing) hence, a testing strategy (based on testing objectives) is used select a subset of D in such a way that failure is revealed as quickly as possible. Test case selection is therefore a critical task in software testing [2] . Many testing methods [3] - [5] have been developed to guide the selection of test cases. One commonly used approach is random testing (RT) [2] . As a basic principle, RT selects test input randomly using uniform distribution within the input domain. Inside D, an element which is able to reveal program failure is called a failure-causing input [1] and the region of input domain which contains failure causing input is called failure region. The geometric shape of the failure region(s) and the distribution of these regions within the input domain is referred to as failure pattern [1] . Software failure pattern has been classified by [6] into three (3) forms; Block, strip, point patterns.
RT has been the fundamental technique for testing software over the years due to its simplicity (random selection of test inputs) and ability to explore unexpected software failures [9] . Several researches have been conducted in the past to explore the effectiveness of RT and has been reported in [7] [8]- [11] . RT also serves as a means for assessing the failure rate which can be used to estimate the reliability of software under test when guided with accurate operational profile which reflects actual usage of the software [1] Despite its simplicity and versatility, RT has been criticized [12] because it uses virtually 'zero' information about the program under test, nor does it use specifications of any kind to guide test generation process [2] . These, critics say account for the ineffectiveness of test cases generated by RT. The assertion is incontrovertible given recent findings about the distribution of failure causing inputs.
The works of [13] - [15] have established that failure causing inputs of many programs tends to crystallize within their input domains. The location of failure causing input is unknown before testing process begins; however information about its distribution led to the intuition that if test inputs are randomly selected and evenly distributed, it has a higher probability of finding the location of these inputs with fewer test cases than ordinary random search.
Based on this intuition, Chen et al. [6] , [16] came up with a modified version of RT known as adaptive random testing (ART). ART does not just select test cases in random fashion absolutely (as in the case of RT) but additionally, it ensures that the selection process enforces even spread of test cases within the entire input domain. Using reallife programs in an experiment, ART has been tested and compared with RT by counting the number of test cases that was used to find the first fault (F-measure metric) in both cases. It was observed that when failure pattern(s) is(are) of block and strip type, ART outperformed RT by about 25% to as much as 80% in some of the experiment programs [6] , [12] . Several algorithms which merge these two objectives have been proposed and been variously classified under a generalized notion of how even-spread objective is achieved. These classifications include distance based ART i.e. DART such as fixed-sized candidates set (FSCS), restriction-based (RRT) ART and partition-based ART (IP-ART, B-ART).
However, it became apparently clear from the onset that, the notion of spreading randomly generated test cases did not retain one essential feature of RT albeit time efficiency. Detecting programs' fault with fewer numbers of test cases was only one side of the coin. Most ART computational requirements are of the order O (n 2 ). For instance, if we examine the first ART algorithm; FSCS which is incidentally the most researched ART method, to generate the nth test case (n>1), it is required that the most isolated of k randomly selected candidates set(C) be selected based on Euclidean distance between elements of C and every element of the set of already executed test cases. This computational task is O (n 2 ) which is quadratic in complexity like most ART algorithms. This should not necessarily be a problem when the execution time of the program is greater than test case generation time especially at the initial stage of testing. But as the number of test cases increases, the generation time eventually outstrips the execution time. Ultimately, test case generation will become a major burden on the testing process. This progressively worsens as the number of executed test cases increases.
The question which current research on ART seek to answer is; how best do we achieve lower F-measure with comparable (at the very best since RT is a component of ART) overhead in relation to RT? In its early years of inception, Merkel. R [4] was of the view that '' future works on ART strategies should be concentrated on lowering overheads and broadening the method's applicability, rather than vainly trying to seek further improvements in effectiveness''. This view is corroborated by the observations of [4] , [17] that, the excessive generation time of ART could limit its use in real life application in software testing tools. This has introduced a new dilemma because research on ART overhead improvement has revealed that these two set of objectives are difficult to achieve concurrently. Besides, ART is close to its theoretical bound in terms of the extent to which failure contiguity information, when used on its own, can improve failuredetection effectiveness [18] . Cost effectiveness of ART has therefore become the prime focus of researchers in recent times. Time complexity reduction has gain preeminence in most research on ART. In subsequent sections of this paper, we introduce one of the well-studied ART overhead reduction strategies, analyze its strength and weaknesses and propose a new approach to improve upon its effectiveness and efficiency.
II. BACKGROUND A. MIRROR ADAPTIVE RANDOM TESTNG (MART)
Mirror Adaptive Random Testing (MART) was proposed as a cost effective alternative to ART algorithms. MART is a novel approach which uses divide and conquer as well as heuristics strategies [19] . Mapping is a well-known concept in mathematics for establishing relationships between different sets of elements of some defined domains. The elements in one set are derived based on the values of another set by using a specified rule or more formerly a mapping rule (mapping function). While this concept may be inconceivable in object oriented programs, in numeric programs if the input space is meticulously partitioned it is possible to define a mapping rule to link elements within one or more partitions to those of other partitions. This forms the basis of mirror adaptive VOLUME 7, 2019 random testing. Before testing begins, the tester must partition the input domain into multiple equal sizes referred to as subdomains using a partitioning scheme. The subdomains are broadly classified into two; source domain (SD) and mirror domain(s) (MD). Only one partition is assigned as the source domain but there must be at least one mirror domain. To achieve lower overheads, ART is used to select test cases from the source domain while successively applying a oneto-one mapping (using a mapping function) to generate their images in the mirror subdomains [19] . Due to a favorable overhead cost in using mapping functions in place of complex ART methods, larger mirror domains are expected to be more efficient than smaller ones. The cost advantage in using MART is thus determined by the number of mirror domains selected by the tester. For example, when MART was applied to a distance-based algorithm in [19] the complexity of FSCS is reduced from O(n 2 ) to O(n2/m 2 ) in generating the nth test case; m being the number of mirror domains. However, as stated earlier the complexity of MART remains quadratic like most ordinary ART algorithms. 
B. CHARACTERISTICS OF MART 1) PARTITIONING SCHEME
A partitioning scheme tells how many partitions are defined on each dimension of input domain. In Fig 1, we illustrate some simple partitioning schemes of MART. From the figure, we can observe that the number of mirror domains depends on the selected partitioning scheme. Designing a partitioning scheme is very critical to the effectiveness of MART because as we shall see later, there are some tradeoffs between efficiency and effectiveness in the choice a partitioning scheme. Kuo [1] have raised some design issues which provide guidelines on selecting an efficient and effective scheme. While this may sound pretty simple and straight-forward in theory but as we shall see later it is very difficult to implement in practice.
2) MART MAPPING FUNCTIONS
Two commonly used mapping functions in MART for generating mirror test cases includes translate and reflect functions [19] , [26] . For a successful mapping, the mirror partitions must be an exact replica of the source partitions in all dimension's width. Supposed in a two dimensional input domain MART 2 × 1 partitioning scheme is selected, with the minimum and maximum values on each dimension respectively given by u = (0, 0) and v = (v 1 , v 2 ) as presented in fig.2 .Given that a test case t = (x, y) is generated within the source domain (shaded area), a reflect function produces a mirror test case t m = (v 1 − x, y) in the mirror domain (D2).
The Translate function will map a test case t = (x, y) into D2 as t m = x + v 1 2 , y . Previous studies [19] on MART has revealed that effectiveness of MART does not show any significant difference in using either of these two mapping functions.
3) MIRROR SELECTION ORDER
In a situation where m is large, mirror test case selection order can affect failure detection effectiveness of MART. Mirror selection order defines the sequence in which the pool of mirror generated test case is executed. Three selection approaches have been suggested by Chen et al. [19] for the execution of mirror test cases; random order, sequential order and adaptive random sequence order.
One primary aim of ART is to evenly spread test cases in such a way that they evenly distribute in the sequence of their execution. Therefore, as a first principle, the default order of execution should be ART sequence which selects test cases according to ART algorithm. A sequential selection order requires that, the order in which the mirror test cases were generated is the same order in which they are executed. So the mirror partition m j should be executed before m j+1 ; where 1 < j ≤ m. In random order, mirror test cases are executed without following any specific pattern. Simulation results showed that when the number of mirror cases is small, the selection orders have minimal influence on effectiveness. But when m is large, sequential order performed worse whiles ART sequence performed best but incurs some extra computational cost.
C. ISSUES WITH MART
MART faces numerous challenges; notable among them are
1) EFFECT OF OVERLAPPING AND DIMENSION UNRELATED FAILURE REGIONS ON FAILURE DETECTION EFFECTIVENESS
Depending on the location of the failure region, it is possible that test cases within the source domain may not reveal any failure (non-failure causing) but their corresponding images may reveal program failures. Test cases which reveals failure themselves and/or whose images are capable of revealing failures are referred to as effective failure causing inputs. If an effective failure causing input within one partition coincides with that of another partition, overlapping is said to exist. Fig. 3(a) is an example of mirror partitioning scheme which contains overlapping failure region.
A mirror test case becomes ''sterile'' in the event where failure is unrelated to the dimension of mirroring line. In other words, if the original test case does not reveal any fault, the mirror test case has a zero probability of finding fault. This possibility increases as the dimension of input domain increases. In such cases, different schemes of MART have significantly different level of effectiveness. (MART 1X2) also using translate function f maps a test case (t) with f (t) → m t = (x, y +1/2 y). When we analyze the overlapping failure region (shaded) in both figures, it can be observed that if a test case does not find fault, another test case generated that is solely based on variation of the horizontal parameter(as is generally the case with mapping functions) does not have any chance of revealing failure. Therefore the failure region is insensitive to the x parameter. Since failure is unrelated to the horizontal dimension(x), the mirror test case m 1 = ( 1 2 .v1 + t x , t y ) of t 1 has no chance of finding fault if the original test case does not reveal any fault. However, if we should reverse the scenario as depicted in 3(b) there is a probability that the mirror test case may be failure causing input. Therefore, implementing either of these two partitioning scheme will lead to a significantly different results in terms of effectiveness.
The above example tie in with our earlier assertion that selection of a partitioning scheme is a design issue which the tester must address. Kuo. F.C [1] have suggested that, in cases where overlapping exists, the tester should avoid partitioning ''uncritical parameters'' because it leads to multiple overlapping situation which increases MART's ineffectiveness.
In addition, mirror functions should be designed in such a way that it reduces overlapping or avoids it entirely. For instance, in fig. 2 (a) the mirror partitioning scheme does not contain any overlapping situation. Unfortunately, the tester may not have any clue about the failure unrelated dimensions prior to testing to inform the choice of scheme which is most appropriate.
2) DUPLICATION OF TEST CASE PATTERN
Pattern duplication is unavoidable in MART. The pattern of test cases generated in the source domain is replicated by the mirror functions in each of the mirror partitions. Therefore, some of the test cases are likely to retain the same values on some of the dimensions. Chen et al. [19] have pointed out that pattern duplication of selected test cases in mirror subdomains may collectively violate the intuition of randomness. Based on a simulation study, they observed that, under certain circumstances (when m>1/failure rate (θ)) with overlapping θ, RT can even outperform MART given a block failure region. Therefore the suggestion is that, a reasonably small number of mirror domains (at most two partitions on each dimension) should be used in order to minimize duplications and prevent loss of effectiveness. This means that, the efficiency of MART is somehow constrained.
D. TEST CASE DIVERSITY
Diversity constitutes the underlying principle for most test case generation strategies [20] . Apart from fault-based techniques which assume certain types of faults as targets, diversity seems to be implicitly considered, if not explicitly, in the design of many test case selection strategies [21] . For instance, the different types of control coverage and dataflow coverage criteria yield test sets with different notions of diversity [18] . In recent works on metamorphic testing [22] , it has been established that, a more diversified metamorphic relations leads to a more effective fault detection than lessor relations. Also, based on clustering and search based diversification technique for a model-based testing (MBT), Hadi et al. [23] demonstrated that diversification of test case selection (based on UML state machines and a model-based similarity function) leads to improvement in fault detection rates. In genetic algorithms (GA) for test case prioritization techniques, undiversified population due to genetic drift often results in a premature convergence of the GAs towards suboptimal solutions. De Lucia et al. [24] proposed a diversitypreserving techniques which did not only led to an improved optimality of non-dominated solutions provided by a Pareto efficient GA, but also improved its convergence speed for test case prioritization. This shows that diversity can play multilevel role in software testing. In its basic description, diversity is the extent of coverage of all possible combinations of inputs to a program. Since each possible combination is a potential error trigger input, it is necessary to generate test cases which cover a widest range of combinations as possible without duplications. Various criteria have been used to implement diversity in test case generation using a variety of techniques. VOLUME 7, 2019 ART uses distance (Euclidean) metric to measure diversity among test cases by favoring the selection of test inputs which are most isolated. Generally, distance metrics can be defined according to data types [25] . For numeric programs, Euclidean distance is the most logical criteria. In other types of data such as non-numeric/ object oriented software, a more sophisticated approach is required. For instance, Euclidean distance is not suitable when dimensions are incomparable, and on different scales [25] . Thus, diversity plays an important role in failure detection effectiveness of test case selection methods. We demonstrate in the next subsection how it influences the effectiveness of MART.
E. THE PROBLEM WITH THE MAPPING FUNCTIONS OF MART
Since diversity plays a critical role in failure detection ability of test cases, it is important to know how it can be measured and effectively implemented. Distribution and dispersion metrics have been proposed [26] to measure how effective ART methods evenly distribute test cases. But [21] have pointed out that distance alone is not a good criterion for measuring diversity.
Besides keeping test cases apart, intuitively speaking, having test cases different in all dimensions should cover larger parts of the input domain than allowing test cases to be similar in some dimensions [21] . For example, in fig. 4 test cases in (a) seems to be relatively far apart from distribution (a) based on dispersion metric of even distribution [27] but test case distribution (b) is more diversified than distribution (a). Therefore test cases in (b) are more likely to detect failure than the test cases in (a). MART mirror function generates test cases whose distribution is similar to fig. 4 (a) as opposed to (b). Consider the test case distribution in fig. 5 which demonstrates test case generation using a 2 × 2 partitioning scheme of MART. The original test case selected in the source domain is t(x 1 , y 1 ).
Mirror test cases mt 1 , mt 2 and mt 3 are generated using MART translate mapping function. It can be observed that each test case have similar values along the line of mirror dimensions. Huang et al. [28] have pointed out that, irrespective of the number of mirror domains implemented in MART, mirroring functions cannot guarantee diversity on all coordinates of mirror test cases. Hence, this is an inherent problem with the use of mapping function of MART.
Subsequent to this observation, they proposed dynamic mirror ART (DMART) to solve the diversity problem of MART. DMART generates one mirror test case that is unique in all dimensions in relation to the source. In generating test cases, DMART uses exactly halve of the input domain as source domain whiles the other half as mirror domains. In a d dimensional input domain, for any given dimension i1 ≤ i ≤ d whose magnitude is given by l, the mirror partition range is given by;
where rs i is the range on the corresponding source partition and u is the minimum value in the range of dimension i. This condition ensures that no source interval can be selected as mirror interval concurrently. DMART then defines all-coordinated mirror function (AMF) (presented in Fig. 6a ) which is meant to achieve diversity in the mirror generated test cases. Suppose that in the d-dimensional input domain; a test case t = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , . . . t d ) generated in the source domain has a corresponding mirror test case mt = (mt 1 , mt 2 , mt 3 , . . . mt d ) , in using AMF (with all-coordinated translate), t and mt should satisfy the [29] and with a threshold (λ = 100), DMART attempt to reduce the computational complexity of MART from quadratic to linear. Thus after the λ number of test cases is executed, a bisectional repartition is triggered creating new source to mirror partitions.
The reallocation maintains the same input correspondence between the original source and mirror partitions dynamically. Concentrating on the most sparsely populated partition, test cases are then generated until all partitions within the source domain contains equal number of test cases. The process is schematically illustrated in fig. 6 (b-d).
The obvious limitation of this approach is that, only one mirror test case can be generated at a time. As was previously pointed out, the heart of an efficient mirror test case generation approach lies in the number of mirror test cases per every ART generated test case. In the next chapter we introduce elimination by linear association and how it addresses the problem of MART whiles providing a more efficient alternative to DMART.
III. ELIMINATION BY LINEAR ASSOCIATION
There are challenges with the technique of mirroring in MART presented previously as a diversity crisis. In this section, we introduce elimination by linear association which is proposed as a solution (generic in relation to DMART) to address the problems of MART. 
. Given two partitions P j and P k ∈ P, with ranges on the i th dimension denoted by r ji and r ki respectively,P i is linearly associated with P j if there exist at least one dimension i,
such that r ji = r ki ; conversely, P i and P j are not linearly associated if and only if ∀i, r ji ∩ r ki = ∅.
B. ELIMINATING FAILURE UNRELATED CHALLENGE OF MART
Consider a 2-dimensional input domain presented in fig. 4 . Each dimension is partitioned into four (4) equal parts giving a total of sixteen (16) subdomains. Then for any two partitions P, Q ∈ D, P is linearly related to Q if there exist at least one dimension of both partitions where the index of P is equal to that of Q. In fig. 7 , partition P is linearly associated with R but Q has no linear relationship with P and R. MART selects one partition of D as the source domain whiles the rest are designated as mirror domains. In our proposed strategy, the source domain contains multiple partitions. The remaining partitions are systematically assigned to the source domains based on their linear relationships. Specifically, a partition Q is selected as a mirror domain to a partition P if and only if Q is not linearly associated with P. According to this allocation criteria, one of P and R in fig. 7 can be a source or mirror domain to Q but not both.
Also both P and R can neither be a source nor mirror partition of each other. The ratio of source to mirror domains with a non-linear mirror selection constraint is always 1: µ − 1; where µ is the number of partitions on each dimension. For any given value of µ, the number of non-linear association is static. This constraint requires that the number of partitions on each dimension should be equal. A loose application can be implemented using uneven number of partitions on different dimensions, however in such a scenario complete diversity cannot be guaranteed. Fig.8 shows test case generation using elimination by linear association (here after referenced as ELA) mirror allocation criteria. It is assumed here that the shaded region is the source domain while M1 and M2 are mirror partitions to S. The test cases in fig. 8 are more diversified than MART generated test cases in fig. 5 .
Assigning mirror partitions based on ELA guarantees that all mirror partitions exhibit diversity on every dimension in relation to source partitions. ELA therefore annuls the effect of dimension unrelated parameter problems of MART as well as duplications. Note that, even though duplication of pattern invariably occurs due to mirroring, its effect is negligible because of the diversity of mirror test cases. selected ← S j //assign source domain to selected 10.
Algorithm 1 Elimination by Linear Association 1. Set eliminatedLinearUnrelatedPartitions
while (|mirrors| < µ − 1) //begin mirror allocation 11.
for each unallocateds partition 12.
If partition is linearly associated with selected 13.
Remove partition from unallocateds 14.
end if 15. end for 16.
Select mirror partition (m i ) from unallocateds 17.
selected ← m i //Assign mirror partition to selected 18.
Add m i to mirrors 19.
end while//end mirrors allocation for selected source 20.
Remove all allocated mirror partitions from Temp 21.
Add S j and mirror to eLUP 22.
Reset mirrors = {} and unallocateds= {} 23.
unallocateds ← Temp //assign Temp to unallocateds 24.
j ← j + 1 //increment pointer to source domains 25.
end while//end of source domain and mirror allocations
Return eLUP 27. Stop
C. DESCRIPTION OF ELA ALGORITHM
The summarized process for generating test case using elimination by linear association is as follows; 1. Partitioning the input space according to selected scheme ' 2. Placement of source partitions 3. Assignment of Mirror partitions through ELA 4. Generating test cases using ART from the source domain and generating images in the corresponding mirror domain using a mapping function. 
D. ELA PARTITIONING SCHEMES
Partitioning scheme for ELA-MART (here after referenced as EMART) is defined based on the number of partitions on each dimension of input domain. Given µ partitions, we can define a scheme as EMART µ−α−β where α (0 < α < d) is the principal dimension (a single partition of this dimension is used as part of the source domain) and β(0 ≤ β < µ) is the section of the partition on the principal axis used as the source domain as depicted in fig. 11 (a-b) . If µ is even, multiple schemes can be defined as seen in fig. 9(a) . For example in a two dimensional input domain with µ = 4, the total VOLUME 7, 2019 number of partitions is 16 out of which source domains = 4. An EMART-4 scheme can be implemented with source domains 2 × 2 (4), or 1 × 4 in fig. 9(a) . Fig. 10 presents three (3) examples of EMART schemes (µ = 2, 3 and4) which form the basis of the simulations and experiment study in this paper. It is obvious that with the exception of the test case generation approach (which we shall demonstrate later) EMART-2 is similar to DMART.
E. SELECTION OF SOURCE DOMAIN
It should be obvious by now that α can be placed anywhere within the source domain as demonstrated in fig. 11 (a) and (b). Once the principal dimension is determined, any part of section of partitions can be designated as the source domain. We can observe that, the placement of the source domain i.e. the setting of α and β does not influence the linear relationship between the mirror partitions and the source partitions. Therefore intuitively, we do not expect the setting of these two parameters to have any significant influence on the effectiveness of EMART.
F. GENERATION OF TEST CASES FROM SOURCE DOMAIN
Any ART method can be implemented in the source domain just as in the case of MART. In this paper, FSCS is used for generating test cases in the source domain based on previous studies on MART. The original FSCS approach generates candidate test cases using a uniform distribution and computes distance to every executed test case. In this paper, we use a different approach in populating executed test cases in order to achieve our objective of reducing computational complexity of MART. First we partition the source domain into multiple subdomains using a newly defined partitioning scheme.
Suppose we begin by partitioning each dimension of the source domain according to the scheme ω i , the total number of initial partitions in the source domain is
sd i where sd ∈ SD. After a threshold (λ) number of test cases have been generated in each partition, the partitioning scheme is updated by a repartitioning factor (RF) ε i = {ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 , . . . , ε d }. i.e. ω i = ω i + ε i .ε i = number of increments of partitions on D i after each round of repartitioning. The source domain is subsequently repartitioned according to the updated scheme.
To reduce overhead computations within the source domain, we make use of a forgetting strategy proposed by Mao et al. [30] . In this forgetting strategy, instead of computing distances between candidate set and every element of the executed test cases, only those executed test cases within the neighboring regions of a partition are considered for distance computations. The executed test cases in the distant partitions are considered to be ''out of sight''. This is because their location does not in any way affect the determination of the ''farthest candidate'' condition of FSCS. A second level of filtering is then applied to keep the neighboring executeds in a constant threshold. Implementation of this forgetting method, involves the identification of neighbors of each candidate partition. The definition and identification of neighboring partitions is briefly explained below.
G. DEFINITION OF NEIGHBORING PARTITION
Given that a partition P with index on each dimension defined as IndexP = (i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , . . . , i d ) , the neighboring partitions of P is given by valid partitions from the combinations of the indexes giving nine (9) neighbors in total. On the other hand P40 and P63 have 5 and 3 neighbors respectively.
H. IDENTIFYING NEIGHBORING PARTITIONS
In a grid partitioning, it is possible to identify neighboring cells by converting partition numbers into indexes representing the ranges of the partitions on each dimension.
In a uniform (homogeneous) partitioning, the index for a particular dimension can be multiplied by the place value for that dimension in the index to obtain the value for each index.
Let's assume the index of a partition (P) is IndexP = (i 1 , i 2 , i 3 . . . 
I. GENERATING MIRROR TEST CASES
As stated before, the individual subdomains within the source domain are treated as a single partition. The combined partition is then repartitioned according to a newly defined partitioning scheme ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , . . . . , ω d ) whose magnitude is ϕ.When a test case is selected, the reference partition within the source domain must be determined before it is matched to the corresponding mirror domains.
Let 
1) LINEAR REFLECT
In general, supposed a test case t = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , . . . t d ) is generated within the source partition Sd = { (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 In generating mirror test cases, linear translate is used in this paper for both MART and EMART in all simulated and real-life programs.
2) LINEAR TRANSLATE
In general, supposed in a d dimensional input domain (D) a test case t = (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , . . . t d ) is generated in a source domain Sd = {(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , ...u d ), (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , ...v d )}. Given that M = {(um 1 , um 2 , um 3 , ...um d ), (vm 1 , vm 2 , vm 3 , ...vm d )}
is a mirror domain of Sd with lower and upper limits um i and vm i respectively on D i , a linear translate function will map t into M such that mt i = {(um
1 + t 1 − u 1 , um 2 + t 2 − u 2 , um 3 + t 3 − u 3 ...um d + t d − u d )}
J. DEMONSTRATING OF TEST CASE GENERATION
In fig. 14 , we demonstrate how test cases are generated in EMART. The extension shows the partitioning of the source domain using the initial partitioning scheme ω = (4, 4). The first test case (t1) is randomly selected (in D2).
The mirror test cases (M2-t2, M2-t3, and M2-t4) are generated in the corresponding mirror partitions giving test cases t 2 , t 3 , and t 4 respectively.
To generate the next test case, FSCS is used to select the test case t5 within the source domain (in D4) then mirror test cases (M4-t6, M5-t7, M6-t8) are generated. The process is repeated for the selection of test cases t9 (in D3), (M3-t10, M3-t11, M4-t12) and t13 (in D1), (M1-14, M1-t15, M1-t16).
K. COMPLEXITY ESTIMATION OF EMART
There are three (3) major costs involved in generating test cases broadly classified into two processes; cost of mirror allocation which is a preprocessing activity and the implemented ART test case generation cost. The cost components of the underlying ART algorithm implemented for test case generation are summarized as follows; 
d).
This process is performed once before the test case generation process itself begins. The cost of distance computation is given by the number of candidates (C) by the total number of neighboring cells (3 d ), and the number of test cases in neighboring cells (of which the maximum threshold is λ) i.e. O(λ.C.3 d )/µ. Finally, when | E | in each cell reaches the threshold λ, the repartitioning process is triggered with RF = ε. Based on the indexing structure, the cost of reallocation and repartitioning occurs once after λ number of test cases generated by which we expect the total number of cells to be the constant ϕ = d i=1 (ω 0 + n.ε i ) for the nth round of repartition. Therefore the dynamic repartitioning and reallocation into the new index structure is of the order O (λ.ϕ). It is obvious that, of all the components of the overhead, the distance computation time is the dominant part. So in summary, we expect that theoretically, EMART test case generation is of order O(λ.C.3 d )/µ.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Through experiments based on real-life programs and simulations we assessed the proposed method. This chapter presents the research questions, the evaluation methods and the general setting for the studies.
A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
EMART has been proposed to eliminate failure unrelated parameter setbacks of MART while providing a more efficient testing alternative to MART and DMART. Our research questions are intended to establish the extent of effectiveness of our approach in meeting the above-mentioned objectives.
The following research questions guided our studies of EMART.
RQ1. How effective is EMART at revealing program failures?
RQ2. How efficient is EMART as compared to FSCS, MART and DMART?
B. EVALUATION METRICS AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To help answer the research questions posed we carried out simulations and experiments based on real world programs.
Historically, F-measure has been used for evaluating the effectiveness of ART algorithms. We use the same metric in the assessment of EMART. Unlike RT where the F-measure (F) can easily be derived from the failure rate of the software under test (i.e. F RT = 1/θ), theoretical analysis of ART for estimating F ART is extremely difficult and non-existing at the moment. Therefore, statistical method is used for estimating F-measure values of ARTs. In this regard, the program is allowed to execute until the first failure is detected. The number of test cases executed is then recorded. This process is repeated for a sufficiently large number of times until the mean value obtained is statistically reliable. The Fm-time (the time taken before the first program fault is found) is also recorded and averaged concurrently. In previous studies, ART effectiveness improvement over ordinary RT has been of particular interest to many ART researchers. The relative improvement of ART over RT has been termed F-ratio (calculated as F ART /F RT ). Therefore the higher the f-ratio is the lessor the improvement (in terms of effectiveness) over RT vice versa. In earlier demonstrations, we introduced the following set of parameters; ϕ, λ, α, β and µ. The parameter µ defines the schemes under EMART. In both simulations and experimental studies, we limit our studies to µ = 2, 3 and 4 because of the constraint of resources. Our purpose is to assess the extent to which the size of µ influences effectiveness and efficiency and to be able to make recommendations accordingly. Secondly, in each of the schemes selected, we set α =0 and β = 0 (EMART-µ-0-0). These two parameters are chosen arbitrary because as noted earlier, their values are determined not to have any significant influence on the effectiveness of EMART per the allocation criteria of ELA. We also initialize ω = 2 (initial partitioning of source domain; homogeneous partitions) and set ϕ to 2ω (equivalent to bisection). We also set the maximum number of test cases (threshold) λ in a cell to 5.
V. SIMULATIONS
To help answer the research questions posed, we performed multiple simulations using various scenarios to enabled us evaluate our method in a much broader perspective. In the simulation study, we defined generic programs by using common parameters (dimension, input domain, failure rate, etc.) of a real world program. The size of the failure causing inputs is generated based on the failure rate. As to the details about the calculation of N, the reader is referred to [6] .
A. FAILURE PATTERNS
There are two main properties that characterize every faulty program; Failure rate (the proportion of failure causing inputs to total input domain) and failure pattern (the geometric shape of the failure causing inputs and how they are distributed within the input domain). Unlike RT whose effectiveness is influenced only by the failure rates of a program, it has been revealed [31] , [32] that all of these characteristics have direct influence on the effectiveness of ART algorithms. To help evaluate the effectiveness of EMART we factor in these variables as well and examine how they influence its performance (effectiveness).
Three (3) The report on the analysis highlights 2-dimension input domain using failure rates 0.005 and 0.001. ART effectiveness also depends on the dimension of input domain. We selected multiple dimensions (1D, 3D, 5D, and 7D) to help evaluate the effectiveness our proposed method and compare it with other ART methods under study. Failure rate is set to θ = 0.001 and θ =0.005 in all dimensions simulated. 2) FPII The second failure pattern is a single rectangular failure region. This region has different edge length designed to influence the compactness of the rectangular failure region. We set the ratio among the edge lengths as 1: γ . The parameter γ is then varied between 1, 5 and 10 to 100 at a discrete interval of 10. Obviously, increasing the value of γ leads to a reduction in the compactness of the failure region vice versa. 3) FPIII In this pattern, the failure rates used in FPI is maintained but the failure region consists of n square regions of different sizes placed at random locations within the input domain. The size of n was set to (1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 ,100) whiles setting the failure rate (θ) as 0.005 and 0.001 in each case. We also compared the performance with FSCS and MART. In the case of MART we selected MART-1X2 and MART 2X2 because the failure detection effectiveness of MART 1X2 and MART 2 × 1 are basically the same given a square failure region. The F-ratio appears on the vertical axis whiles the failure rate appears on the horizontal axis in logarithmic scale. From fig.14 , we observe that, the effectiveness of the various schemes of EMART is generally similar to that of FSCS, MART and DMART across different failure rate.
In the second part of our study, four dimensions (1D, 3D, 5D and 7D) have been selected for failure detection assessment. In the 3D and above, multiple MART schemes exist that can be considered but for the constraint of time we selected three schemes for each dimension. It must also be noted that given a hyper cubic failure region, MART scheme ωi = (ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , . . . , ω d ) where 1 ≤ ω i ≤ 2, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . d is equivalent to ωj = (ω 11 , ω 12 , ω 13 , . . . , ω 1d ) where ωj is a permutation of ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , . . . , ω d . Thus, for instance 2 × 2 × 1 is equivalent to 2 × 1 × 2 in a 3D MART scheme. So for example, in the 3D simulation even though the number of combinations is seven (7) i.e. 2 3 -1, the selected schemes adequately represent MART. For ease of illustration, n dimensions MART schemes comprising full length dimensions (x = 1) and bisected length dimensions (y = 2), are presented
where n is the number of dimensions and k represents the number of bisected dimension components of MART scheme. For example, we use 1 4 × 2 3 to represent
The result of the simulation is summarized in table 1. The results indicate that, for programs with lower dimensions (1D and 3D) the effectiveness of EMART is generally similar to that of FSCS and MART. However, the effectiveness gap widens as the number of dimensions increases. EMART uses much fewer test cases to find program fault as input dimension increases. Effectiveness of EMART is similar to DMART in almost all dimensions and for each failure rate considered. Also, for simulated programs with dimension (D > 1), when failure rate is high (θ = 0.005) EMART effectiveness is much better than FSCS and MART in some selected schemes. We also observe that, MART effectiveness improved with increased number of bisected dimensions. For instance at failure rate θ = 0.005 MART scheme 2 7 is better than MART 1 2 x 2 5 and FSCS in the 7D simulated program but EMART-2,3,4 is better than MART in each of the schemes. It must be emphasized at this point that as the failure region becomes larger, it is expected that, the actual performance of ART methods (in terms of F-measure) improves but RT's improvement rate is better than that of ART which explains why the F-ratio of the various ART methods becomes larger with larger failure rate for each of the dimensions.
Failure Pattern II: Effect of compactness of failure region on the performance of FSCS, MART and EMART
From our previous discussion in section 2 we noticed that depending on where the source partition is placed, MART had different chances of finding fault when failure is not related to one or more dimensions of input domain. Now we formally use simulation to examine the effectiveness of EMART and compare it to MART, DMART and FSCS under this circumstance. In this simulation, we make a distinction between MART 2X1 and MART 1X2 because under the current scenario, MART performance can vary significantly depending on the selected scheme. In the simulation setup of FPII, we represented the edge lengths of the rectangular failure region (x being the horizontal edge length and y being the vertical edge length) by 1:γ . Mathematically, θ = x.y => y = √ θ.γ and x = √ θ.γ . Since the vertical axis (y parameter) of the failure region is ''stretched'' at a discrete interval whiles maintaining the size of the region, the vertical coordinates of test cases generated becomes increasingly insensitive to the failure region whiles the horizontal becomes more sensitive to software failures. MART using different schemes varies in effectiveness when failure region becomes less compact as can be observed from fig. 16 with variations in the value of γ . From fig 16(a) , MART schemes have different level of effectiveness for each of the failure rates in the simulation. Also FSCS, DMART and EMART (in each of the schemes) are generally similar in terms of effectiveness. In fig. 16(b) where θ = 0.001, this phenomenon did not manifest in the comparative effectiveness of the schemes of MART which may be due to the size of the failure region. The general trend shows a positive correlation between compactness degree of failure region and the F-ratios.
Failure Pattern III: Effect of number of failure regions on failure detection effectiveness of FSCS, DMART, MART and EMART
The third failure pattern under study as part of our research questions is the number of failure regions and how it affects the failure detection effectiveness of our proposed method. Maintaining the same failure rate, we split the rectangular failure region into multiple failure regions of equal sizes and insert them at random locations within the input domain. We then examine the impact on effectiveness. From  fig 17(a) and (b) , the F-Ratio is on the vertical axis whiles the number of failure regions appears on the horizontal axis. It shows a very gradual increment in the F-Ratios as the number of failure regions increases in both values of θ. The undulating nature of the F-Ratios suggests that failure effectiveness of EMART is influenced by the number of failure regions.
Comparing the individual F-ratios of EMART-2, EMART-3 and EMART-4 to FSCS, DMART and MART, it can be noticed that the failure detection capability are generally similar in each of the failure rate (θ). Also, the effectiveness among the various schemes of EMART is not different under failure pattern II.
1) Answer to RQ2: Overhead Comparison
We compared the overhead cost of test case generation of EMART with FSCS, MART and DMART. Theoretically, MART schemes which yields similar number of mirror domains for a given dimension have similar execution time in simulations (e.g. MART 2X1X2 produces similar execution time with MART 2X2X1,1X2X2 etc.) hence, one scheme can be used to represent all such combinations. Therefore in the 2D simulation, we use MART 1 × 2 and MART 2X2 as a representation for MART. In the 3D we selected MART 1X2X2, MART 2X2X2 and MART 1X1X2 as a representative of the seven (7) possible MART schemes. Fig 18(a) and (b) illustrates the overhead comparison for 2D and 3D respectively. The plot represents time (in seconds) recorded (on the vertical axis) for the nth test cases (n = n + 500, 0 < n <= 20000) generated. In both 2D and 3D input domain, EMART recorded lower overheads in every number of test cases generation compared to FSCS and MART. EMART-2, EMART-3 and EMART-4 had a better overhead cost compared to FSCS in both simulations. Generally speaking the efficiency of EMART depends on the number of mirror domains. So it is expected that higher schemes will be more cost effective compared to lower schemes. DMART using divide and conquer in generating test cases from the source domain, achieves slightly lower overhead cost compared to similar scheme of EMART (EMART-2). Without consideration of the differences in the adopted ART approach for test case generation, theoretically DMART is similar to EMART-2. But since EMART-3&4 uses higher number of mirror partitions, test case generation overhead is lower when compared to DMART.
C. EMPERICAL STUDIES
Having completed the simulation studies, we also performed further assessment of our method by using real world programs. [19] on the number of mirror partitions. We selected programs with at most four (4) dimensions because the number of MART schemes will be too many and time consuming to analyze if the input dimension is too high. Also, in order to put the performance of EMART into proper perspectives, we adopted twelve (12) programs which have been used extensively [12] , [19] , [28] , [33] , [34] in the past to assess the performance of most ART algorithms. These programs were originally written in Fortran Pascal or C; designed for numerical computations and have been converted to C++ programs [6] . The programs have been widely publicized and can be accessed from ACM's collected algorithms and Numerical Recipe [35] , [18] . We provide some essential features about the programs including their names, failure rates, number of seeded faults, and the type of fault seeded in table 2. The seeded error types includes; Arithmetic Operator Replacement (AOR), Relational Operator Replacement (ROR), Constant Replacement (CR) and Scalar variable Replacement (SVR). Also, the characteristics of the failure patterns of these programs have been provided in table 3. Huang et al. [28] performed an assessment of the failure regions and how they relate to the dimensions of input domain. They reported that el, cel and plgndr had at least one failure unrelated parameters. In the program el2, two failure unrelated parameters exist. That of cel has three failures which are not related to the first, third and fourth parameters and plgndr has failure unrelated to the third dimension. This information has been captured in table 4.
We have in our experiment, assessed all combinations of schemes within each dimension of program input and provided the results in our analysis. This is to evaluate the stability of MART in terms of effectiveness as compared to EMART.
For ease of presentation, we use M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10, M11, M12, M13, M14,M15 to represents MART (1 fig. 18 and 19 (k and l) whiles E1, E2 and E3 represents EMART-2,3 and 4 respectively. We summarize the results below.
D. ANSWER TO RQ1: HOW EFFECTIVE IS EMART COMPARED WITH MART AND FSCS?
In answering this question, we compare the relative effectiveness of EMART to FSCS and DMART based on F-measure values recorded. Figure 19 provides a comprehensive result of the study.
In the one dimensional programs; tanh, probks, erfcc and bessj0, the effectiveness of EMART is better than FSCS in VOLUME 7, 2019 all the schemes except EMART-3 whose values are conspicuously similar to FSCS. This we observed is due to the location (center of input domains) of the failure regions in these programs. Therefore any even number of partitioning places the failure regions at the edges of the subdomains where FSCS has selection preference whiles odd scheme places it at the center of one of the mirror domains. Hence odd schemes are relatively less effective compared to even number of schemes. This explains why EMART-2&4 used fewer test cases on the average to find the first fault in these programs compared to EMART-3. When we compared EMART-2&4 to MART and DMART (both of which uses even partitions) we notice that effectiveness is also the same. Besides, EMART is proposed as a solution to the high dimensionality diversity related problems of MART.
In the two dimensions programs (sncndn and Gammq) the effectiveness of EMART is stable across individual schemes and comparable to FSCS and DMART. MART effectiveness is also similar apparently because these programs do not contain any failure unrelated parameters. The results of bessj showed a slight variation for some of the schemes of EMART but their values are not considerably different from DMART and MART.
In the 3D program golden, FSCS effectiveness was better than DMART and EMART across all schemes. Also EMART and DMART recorded similar level of effectiveness. On the other hand, different schemes of MART showed marginal differences in their effectiveness.
For the programs plgndr, el2 and cel which had some failure unrelated parameters, MART effectiveness varied significantly depending on the selected scheme. Conversely, EMART effectiveness is relatively stable and generally similar to FSCS and DMART. For example, in the program el2, EMART is comparable to FSCS but MART effectiveness showed significant variations across all schemes. If we examine the figures closely, it can be observed that whenever there exist failure unrelated parameters, RT is more effective than MART in at least halve of the schemes. This is a clear indication of the weakness in MART since ART is proposed to enhance the failure detection effectiveness of RT. Empirically for programs with strip and block failure characteristics ART is known to outperform RT and not the other way around.
E. ANSWER TO RQ2: HOW EFFICIENT IN TERMS OF EXECUTION TIME IS EMART COMPARED WITH MART, DMART AND FSCS?
In measuring efficiency RT has been excluded from this comparison because RT will always outperform ART in Fm-time since it is a component of ART. It is therefore not relevant for the purpose of this discussion. Fig. 20 presents the average time used to detect first fault in EMART, FSCS, MART and DMART for each of the experiment programs. We make the following observations from the results:
• EMART recorded lower Fm-time in all the experiment programs compared to FSCS.
• DMART and EMART-2 recorded similar Fm-time values in most of the programs.
• In general, EMART-3&4 uses relatively shorter time on the average to find the first program fault.
• With only one exception (golden), EMART recorded lower Fm-time in all experiment programs compared to MART.
• In all higher dimension programs, higher schemes recorded lower Fm-time compared to DMART. The existence of failure unrelated parameter presents a very interesting situation for MART. This is because in such situations, the advantage of MART over ordinary ART methods can be quickly eroded. Given the same computational overhead, effectiveness and efficiency are expected to be complementary. Higher F-measure values generate a negative feedback in the average Fm-time. This is what happened in the programs with failure unrelated parameters. If we closely inspect the results of such programs (plgndr, cel and el) FSCS performed similar or better than some of the schemes of MART even though theoretically, MART is supposed to outperform ART in execution time. The result here is a direct reflection of the challenges involved in designing a reliable MART scheme that are consistent with its theoretical proposition.
VI. RELATED WORKS
The problem with most ART algorithms is the high overhead cost in the filtering of randomly generated test inputs in order to achieve an even spread objective. Our proposed method is meant to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of MART (one of ART overhead reduction strategies). It was inspired by the work of Huang et al. [28] . They recognized that MART's mirror generated test cases lack diversity and therefore proposed generating mirror test cases that are unique in all dimensions in relation to the original test case. DMART then applies an overhead reduction strategy called divide and conquer (a linear algorithm) for generating test cases from the source domain. We have noted earlier that DMART suffers from one major limitation; it employs only one mirror partition. Meanwhile, mirror generated test cases offers comparative advantage over ART which we seek to preserve in MART. Thus, with the exception of test case generation approach within the source domain EMART-2 is similar to DMART. Higher number of mirror partitions provides a better option (efficiency wise) to DMART as we have established with EMART. It must be emphasized that the choice of ART implementation within the source domain is only used as a hypothetical case to demonstrate how the proposed approach reduces the computational burden of ordinary ART algorithm such as FSCS. We now review other major research works which have made similar contributions to ART. Chen et al. [36] proposed an overhead reduction approach for ART that is based on forgetting concept of human learning (inaccurate retention or recall) which Markovitech and Scott [37] regarded as ''an unfortunate failure of the memory system''. The aim of this strategy is to put a ceiling on the number of distance computations by using some criteria to filter a limited number (referred to as memory) of executed test cases for test case validation. There are two ways for implementing forgetting; random and consecutive forgetting. In the filtering process, random forgetting uses k (constant memory) number of randomly selected executed test cases in distance computations process. Consecutive forgetting on the other hand uses k most recently executed test cases in the distance computation process. Simulation results placed consecutive forgetting ahead of random forgetting in terms of effectiveness. However, compared to the original ART approach, forgetting does not maintain the level of effectiveness due to lack of information concerning the spatial distribution of the ''forgotten'' test cases [30] .
Recently, Mao et al. [30] proposed a forgetting strategy that is based on spatial information of executed test cases. The Input domain of a program is first partitioned into grid cells to enable them identify ''neighboring'' cells. After the generation of candidate set, executed test cases outside of neighboring cells of candidates are considered to be ''out of sight'' and are forgotten in the distance computation process. To prevent the number of test cases ''in sight'' from ballooning, a second level of forgetting is used to randomly filter test cases within the neighboring cells to keep it within a threshold. Despite the linear time complexity, effectiveness of distance-based ART is maintained.
Partitioning methods such as ART-DP and ART-IP have also been proposed to reduce ART test case generation cost. ''DP-ART is inspired by partitioning testing, which incrementally divides the input domain to identify the sparsely populated partitions to serve as test case generation region'' [38] . ART by Random Partitioning (RP-ART) and ART by Bisection (B-ART) are two partitioning schemes proposed under this strategy. DP-ART does not involve distance computation and comparison, therefore its overhead cost is very low compared to D-ART and R-ART. The time complexities of ART-B and ART-DP for the generation of the nth test case are respectively O(n) and O (n log n) [38] .
Adaptive random testing by iterative partitioning (ART-IP) is a cost effective partitioning-based approach to ART implementation. In ART-IP, three types of partitions are employed to identify which partition to select for test case generation. They include occupied cells, adjacent cells and candidate cells. ART-IP uses the adjacent cells as a restriction mechanism to prevent test cases from being generated close to already executed test cases. Candidate cells are randomly targeted for test case generation. When the number of candidate cells reaches zero, a repartitioning process is triggered after which the test cases are reallocated based on their locations under the current partitioning scheme. The advantage here is that, there's no distance computation since candidate cells are randomly selected. Also, the test cases are randomly selected within the candidate cells. The major cost of this algorithm lies in the repartitioning and reallocation process which is a classic Bernoulli's power sum problem with a complexity O (3 (k+1) + n (1+n/k) ); where k is the number of dimensions of input domain. The application of this algorithm is limited due to overhead challenge associated with high dimensionality programs.
Also, Chaw et al. [29] have proposed a more efficient algorithm for ART that is based on the integration of distance based and partitioning based algorithm. For distance-based ART algorithms, the computational complexity are of the order O (n 2 ); where n is the number of executed test cases. Divide and conquer algorithm partitions the input domain bisectionally after the number of executed test cases in each subdomain reaches a threshold (λ). The executed test cases are subsequently reassigned to their respective partitions. ART is restricted to the newly created subdomains making use of fewer executed test cases in distance computations. On the average, the number of test cases in each subdomain is at most λ. The complexity of DAC is therefore O(n); n <= λ.
Random Boarder Centroidal Voronoi tessellation (RBCVT) is an ART overhead reduction strategy of ART. A sub-version RBCVT-Fast was proposed [39] as a cost effective alternative RBCVT. CVT algorithm has been used in the past [40] as a cost effective approach to distance based ART (FSCS). Unfortunately the CVT generated points cannot fall close enough to the boundaries of input domain where most program errors frequently occur. RB-CVT algorithm eliminates this problem. RBCVT-fast make use of grid partitioning to reduce cost of computations involved in clustering of background points without comparing it with each of the generators as in the case of algorithm (RBCVT). Similar to our approach, RB-CVT fast make use of grid partitioning to determine the spatial information of centroids but the in RB-CVT fast the number of cells used for searching the best candidate expands outward according to the measure of Chebyshev distance [30] . Without any upper bound for the number of cells within the neighboring/adjacent regions, there is no specific limit for the number of test cases used for distance computations which can increase computational cost in practice.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
MART is a cost effective approach of ART (a method which has been widely criticized for its expensive overhead cost). Its implementation requires the selection of mirroring scheme by the tester which is a design decision based on program source code. Unfortunately no matter the design strategy implemented, MART cannot guarantee a stable performance by way of effectiveness. This happens when a program failure is not related to one or more dimensions of input domain (failure unrelated parameters). We have established empirically that when failure unrelated parameters exist in a program, RT can even outperform MART in terms of effectiveness depending on the selected mirroring scheme. Also in such instances, MART's advantage over ordinary ART is seriously undermined exposing the weakness of the approach. The lack of diversity in the mirror generated test cases has been identified as the culprit. DMART has been proposed to solve the problem of MART but it suffers from mirror generation limitation because only one mirror test case can be generated at a time. Of primary interest to us was how to eliminate the diversity crises of MART while at the same time providing an enhanced efficient alternative to DMART. We have proposed mirror partition selection strategy that is based on linear relationships between source and mirror partitions called EMART. EMART improves the diversity of mirror generated test cases thereby eliminating the failure unrelated parameter problem of MART while at the same time providing the greater flexibility for mirror implementation. We have implemented the selection of test cases based on FSCS with forgetting strategy in the distance computation process. This enables EMART to achieve a linear time complexity as opposed to quadratic time of MART. Three (3) schemes under EMART were studied and compared with MART, DMART and ordinary ART method (FSCS) using simulated and real-life programs. The results indicate that, EMART has a more stable and reliable performance compared to MART in all programs with or without failure related parameters. Also, with the exception of one dimension programs, EMART is more effective than MART in most of the simulated programs irrespective of program's failure rates. The effectiveness of EMART is comparable to FSCS in most of the experiment programs but better in higher dimension simulated programs. Also compared to DMART, EMART is more efficient by the factor of the number of mirror partitions implemented for EMART i.e. higher number of mirror implementation leads to improved efficiency. This is mainly because the effectiveness of EMART does not significantly deteriorate with increasing number of mirror domains. However, we will caution that even though higher schemes provides a superior cost overhead to lower schemes, extreme cases should be avoided because it may be unsuitable for high dimension programs due to the initial overhead in the assignment of mirror partitions. EMART must systematically assign and eliminate related partitions and reload unallocated partitions for onward assignment which can be time consuming if input dimension is too high. It is therefore recommended that, in very high dimension programs lower schemes should be selected.
